Please read this information before completing a Clinic Request
You will be contacted by a TCC scheduler once a clinic becomes available.
Cats taken to a clinic will be spayed/neutered and vaccinated for rabies and distemper.
A product called Revolution will be applied to kill fleas, ear mites and worms (except
tapeworm).
WHICH CLINIC CAN YOU AFFORD?
1. Lollypop Farm
2. Phelps Veterinary Hospital
3. Seneca Lake Veterinary Care
1. Lollypop Farm (LPF)
This clinic is $80.00.
All cats must arrive in a trap, no carriers accepted. Ear tipping is mandatory.
For an additional fee you can add the following:
• Droncit (dewormer for tapeworms) $20.00
• Feline Leukemia test ** $15.00
• Package Deal (for both) $30.00
**If Feline Leukemia test is positive? (Please note preference in Comments field)
1.) You wish to euthanize.
2.) You wish for the cat be spayed/neutered and returned.
To include any of these options, please add the request into the Comments field of the
online Clinic Request and add the additional fee to your payment.
You are required to transport to and from a location in Canandaigua or directly to
LPF.
Clinic day for LPF is Friday
Drop off times 8:00 AM at Tops supermarket in Canandaigua, ‐ ‐ State Route #332
Pickup times ‐ scheduler will inform you (usually after 4:00 PM)
2. Phelps Veterinary Hospital (PVH)
This clinic is $100.00.
OK for feral cats and foster cats that will be re-homed
Eartipping is mandatory for feral cats.
Ear tipping is optional for tame foster cats who ‐ will be re-homed.
Feral cats must arrive in a trap.
Foster cats may arrive in a carrier only if the cats can be handled safely.
For an additional fee you can add the following:
• Feline Leukemia test ** $42.50
If positive PVH will call you to make a decision on whether to keep or
euthanize
You are required to transport to and from the clinic.

You are required to complete the following form (on the Clinic Request page
lower left):
• Client Forms for Phelps Veterinary Hospital
Clinic days for PVH are Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
Drop‐off times – Between 7:30 and 8:15 AM. (no earlier or later)
Pickup times ‐ After 4:00 PM. (no earlier)
Any additional charges will be the responsibility of the client when cat(s) are picked up.
3. Seneca Lake Veterinary Care ‐ Geneva (SLVC)
OK for feral, stray and abandoned cats.
Ear‐tipping is optional.
This clinic is $100.00.
Feral cats must arrive in a trap.
Stray and abandoned cats can arrive in carriers only if the cat can be handled safely.
For an additional fee you can add the following:
• Feline Leukemia test ** $38.00
If positive SLVC will call you to make a decision on whether to keep or
euthanize.
You are required to transport to and from the clinic.
You are required to complete the following form (on the Clinic Request page
lower left):
• Client Forms for Seneca Lake Veterinary Care
Clinic day for SLVC is Tuesday.
Drop‐off times – Between 8:00 and 8:30 AM. (no earlier or later)
Pickup times Between 4:00 and 5:00 PM (Additional fee added ‐ if after 5:00 PM
pickup)
Any additional charges will be the responsibility of the client when cat(s) are
picked up.
PLEASE READ ALL INFORMATION on the PVH and SLVC clinic forms.
You are required to complete the form and sign it.
Be sure to note the drop‐off and pickup times for each clinic, as they are different. If the online
clinic forms are not completed & signed before drop‐off, you will be required to complete them
when you arrive at the clinic.
COUNTY & TOWN WHERE CATS ARE LOCATED:
Please provide both, your mailing address may not be the same as the town.
ARE YOU WILLING TO TRAP?
Traps will be provided along with instructions on the best way to capture the cats.
Successful trapping requires following instructions and having patience.

Traps will be provided within plenty of time to be successful before clinic day.
DO YOU HAVE YOUR OWN HUMANE TRAP?
Please provide the number of traps you have and the type of traps in the Comments field.
ARE YOU WILLING TO TRANSPORT?
Due to the low number of volunteers with the organization we are requesting that you
consider this when answering this question.
If requesting the $80.00 clinic you will be required to transport to and from a location in
Canandaigua or directly to Lollypop Farm (LPF).
If requesting the $100.00 clinic, PVH and SLVC require you to transport to and from their
locations.
COMMENTS:
Please use this area for any additional information that may be relevant to help our
schedulers. If considering PVH or SLVC $100.00 clinic please indicate in this area.
PAYMENT:
Payment is due on the scheduled clinic day when cat(s) are dropped off unless other
arrangements have been made with the scheduler.
LPF – cash or check only. Given to the TCC volunteer the morning of drop‐off.
PVH – cash or credit card paid to clinic
SLVC – cash or credit card.
**If this is to be used for a tax‐deduction, make the check out to The Colony Caregivers and
leave with clinic office, they will deliver to TCC.
Any additional charges will be the responsibility of the client when cat(s) are picked
up.
NOTE:
If you are caring for more than 6 cats, you will be required to complete the following forms
before any cats can be scheduled for clinics:
Both are found on the website at www.thecolonycaregivers.org.
Colony Registration Form:
http://www.thecolonycaregivers.org/City‐Cndg‐Registration.html
Caretaker Responsibilities for TNVR (under Clinic Request tab):
http://www.thecolonycaregivers.org/Clinics.html
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